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GUARD MASTER
Incorporated ﬁngerprint and digital lock system with the handle give stylish design.

FEATURES
Fire resistant performance

Burglary resistant performance
Concealed hinge type door

Passed JIS one hour ﬁre resistant test

There are no door frames or

Passed Standard heating test in

hinges with ﬂat door. The

JIS and designed to maintain the

structure is designed to lower

inner temperature less than 177℃
for one hour after ﬁre.

the heat from the gap of door
and prevents attacks directly

Attack

to the locking bolt from

Attack

Concealed Hinge type

forced-open the door.

Enhance burglary resistant performance with
two locking bolts.
Two locking bolts are installed in Guard Master series.
Our similar grade of products have one locking bolt, so
the speciﬁcation enhances the burglary resistant
performance against forced-open the door.
* Comparing with our similar grade of products.
* For the security, the locking bolts are not shown.

Judgment
Fire resistant performance
for general paper
・The inner temperature limit is
less than 177℃.
・Newspaper inside safe does not have
appreciable discoloration
or deterioration and they are legible.
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LOCK

* It is not possible to use two locks at the same time.

Newly designed locking system with biometric ﬁngerprint lock and digital lock.
You can select and use one favorite lock. The lock system is very simple and so anyone can use it.

Digital Lock

Biometric Fingerprint Lock

One personal code can be registered

Up to 10 ﬁngers can be registered

One personal code of 1-10 digits

The ﬁngerprint recognition can

can be registered and changed. The

read a variety of information as

lock system is available in case of

sliding method. Up to 10 ﬁngers

injured the ﬁnger or diﬃculty to be

can be registered.

veriﬁed with ﬁngerprint lock.

* Just in case, we recommend registering two ﬁngers
each person.

Security lockout function
For the security, the lock will be
frozen for 15 minutes when
attempting wrong personal code
more than 5 times.

Caution for ﬁngerprint
In the following case, your ﬁngerprints may not allow
to be registered or veriﬁed.
A ﬁnger with cut or scar
Very dry skin
●A wet ﬁnger

●

●

●

Indistinct because of dirt or rubbing
A slender ﬁnger or diﬃcult
to read ﬁngerprint

●

The system may not be veriﬁed because the ﬁngerprint lock is
dependent on your constitution. We recommend you to check the
availability once before purchasing the product.

OTHER
Simple operation with sound
and light

Equipped with motor driven
locking bolt

Fingerprint reader has LED and

The locking bolt operates

electronic keypad has backlights

automatically by a motor drive. It

to operate in dark place. Sound

is smooth and comfortable

and lights will lead you the

locking system because no need

operation.

to turn handle or key. Also,
sound will advise you to replace
batteries when it is low.
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AA battery x 4 pcs.

Outside Dimensions：W484×D487×H372（mm）
Inside Dimensions：W354×D258×H214（mm）
Weight：60kg／Capacity：19.5ℓ
Accessories：1 tray, 4 AA batteries
* Inside dimensions for tray：W344×D214×H42（mm）

Outside Dimensions：W330×D511×H603（mm）
Inside Dimensions：W240×D321×H485（mm）
Weight：67kg／Capacity：37ℓ
Accessories：2 trays (L) / (S), 4 AA batteries
* Inside dimensions for tray (L)：W230×D310×H83（mm）
（S）：W230×D310×H46（mm）

Outside Dimensions：W457×D565×H663（mm）
Inside Dimensions：W327×D336×H472（mm）
Weight：110kg／Capacity：51.5ℓ
Accessories：1 shelf, 1 drawer, 4 AA batteries
* Inside dimensions for drawer：W297×D260×H77
（mm）

Modest designed Wooden
cabinet for model ONS-FE
No one would ever guess that a safe is
stored inside. Concealed hinges are used
for the door and it is designed without a
handle knob for the security.

Outside Dimensions：
W398×D568×H696(mm)
Materials : Wood, Particle board
Weight：25kg
Knockdown / Accessories : Cross-head screwdriver

There is a little space between the top of board and the body.

